Abstract: Shear induced drainage of a foamy yield stress fluid is investigated using MRI techniques.
applications (transport, vibrations) . From a fundamental point of view, the interdependency of drainage flow and interstitial flow induced by shear is still an open issue. Although significant progress has been done in the modelling of drainage for static foams, a more general theory, i.e. including the effects of shearing on drainage, is required. Here, we focus on the vertical (gravity) drainage behavior of a model foamy material subjected to a controlled shear in the horizontal plane. The continuous phase is a model complex liquid exhibiting a yield stress.
Whereas, due to the continuous phase yield stress, the bubble assembly is jammed at rest, we find that an imposed horizontal shear induces a fast vertical drainage. Then, we show that the coupling of shear and drainage is by far stronger than expected and that the resulting drainage behavior defies the classical results of liquid flow in particulate systems.
We study the stability of wet, monodisperse, foamy, yield-stress fluids of initial bubble volume fraction
. Three bubble radii are studied: 125, 275 and 500 µm. The interstitial yield stress fluid is an oil in water emulsion, composed of dodecane oil droplets stabilized by surfactants described below. The droplets are 2 ± 1µm in diameter. Nearly monodisperse foams are produced by blowing a mixture of nitrogen with a small amount of perfluorohexan (C 6 F 14 ) in the surfactant solution through a porous glass frit, the porosity of which fixes the bubble size. C 6 F 14 strongly reduces the coarsening rate [10, 13 ] . Two surfactant solutions are used, both in the emulsion and the foam: the first one is a solution of TetradecylTrimethylAmmonium Bromide (TTAB) at 5g/L, the second one is the same TTAB solution with dodecanol (DOH), at 0.4g/L in the foam and 2g/L in the emulsion which is high enough to saturate the oil droplets. TTAB/DOH interfaces have been shown to be less mobile (more rigid) than pure TTAB ones, thus reducing the drainage flow velocity in aqueous foams [6, 14] . In the following, TTAB and TTAB/DOH interfaces will be referred to as 'mobile' and 'rigid' interfaces respectively. The foamy yield stress fluid is obtained by mixing softly the foam and the emulsion, both sharing the same continuous phase to allow their mixing without changing the bubbles and droplets interfacial properties, without any additional air introduction. The incorporation of foam into the emulsion changes the emulsion water content; then, depending on the foam water content, we may add controlled amounts of surfactant solution to the mixture to ensure that in all cases, the oil volume fraction of the interstitial emulsion is 75%, and its yield stress is 13Pa.
In order to study the stability at rest and under shear of the foamy yield stress fluids, we carry out our experiments in a coaxial cylinders Couette rheometer (inner cylinder radius: r i =4.1 cm; outer cylinder radius: r o =5 cm; height of sheared fluid: H=11 cm). The use of a wide gap allows studying large bubbles; it results here in moderate stress heterogeneity of 50%. The inner cylinder is rotating, and both cylinders are covered with sandpaper to avoid wall slip. This is the best choice that can be made for the purpose of our study as it imposes shear in the plane perpendicular to drainage (which is thus decoupled from the shear flow).
The Couette rheometer is inserted in a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) setup described in [15, 16] . The bubble volume fraction is obtained both in radial and vertical directions from density imaging with an accuracy of 0.2% [17, 18] . We study the time evolution of the vertical bubble concentration profiles Φ (z) for inner cylinder rotational velocity Ω ranging between 15 and 45rpm, which is high enough to ensure that in all cases, the whole gap is sheared. The local shear rate ( ) ( / )/ r r V r r γ = − ∂ ∂ at a radius r in the gap can be deduced from the velocity profiles V(r) (Fig. 1b inset) . In the following, the results are presented as a function of the macroscopic shear rate macro γ , which is the spatial average of ( ) r γ . We vary macro γ between 6 and 18s -1 .
In Fig. 1a , we first observe that the foamy yield stress fluid is perfectly stable at rest for more than 12 hours. The bubble volume fraction remains constant in time everywhere in the cell. This is consistent with the stability criterion determined for a single bubble embedded in a yield stress fluid [19] : spherical bubbles of 500µm are not expected to move as long as the yield stress of the material is higher than 2.3Pa. This result shows that the yield stress of the interstitial emulsion we use is sufficient to stabilize the foam.
Then we start shearing the material at a given macroscopic shear rate macro γ . Since the bubbles do not move in the material at rest, we have measured MRI density profiles at rest After some time (of order 1000s in Fig. 1a) , a steady state is finally reached: the profiles do not evolve anymore in time. The final sample is composed of pure emulsion at the bottom ( Φ =0%) and of a homogeneous dry foamy emulsion at the top ( 93 max ≈ Φ % in Fig.1a ).
Moreover, we observed that max Φ depends on the bubble size and surprisingly, the amount of emulsion remaining indefinitely in the foam at this final stage can reach 10% of the total volume (Fig. 1b) . Note that a careful inspection of velocity profiles in the dry part (see the inset of Fig. 1b) , shows that the whole sample is sheared, so the quantity of emulsion trapped into the foam has to be attributed to an intrinsic retention mechanism.
In order to study in more details the role of the rheological properties of the interstitial yield stress fluid, it is worth studying the kinetics of drainage. From the volume fraction profiles ( , ) z t Φ , we observe a well defined front for the interstitial emulsion flow; we determine its position as p(t) where max 0 ( , ) ( )/ 2 h t Φ = Φ +Φ (see Fig. 1a ). Note that we checked that the following analysis is not affected by this choice. 
In the following, we study the impact of several control parameters on this velocity: the shear rate, the bubble size and the interface mobility.
The evolution of the front velocity V f with the macroscopic shear rate macro γ is shown in Fig. 2 .
For given bubble size and surfactant solution, we observe that V f increases basically linearly with macro γ . To explain this feature, we have to understand how the flow of the interstitial fluid in gravity direction depends on shear, which is orthoradial, i.e. to analyse the 3D rheological behavior of the emulsion [20] . Emulsions behave as Herschel-Bulkley fluids [18] ; a 3D form of this behavior has been proposed [20, 22] ( ) To be more quantitative, we now compare the measured drainage velocity with that measured for liquid flow in unsheared bubbly systems. As discussed above, the interstitial liquid drained through the foam channels behaves as a purely viscous fluid, the viscosity of which depends on the shear rate in the foam channels channels fig. 2a ), but the foam made of smallest bubbles appears to drain much faster than expected, at least by one order of magnitude. Surprisingly, we actually observe in Fig. 2a that the bubble radius has very limited impact on the drainage velocity f V . In aqueous foams, f V scales as R 2 [14] and would change by a factor 16 from the smallest to the largest bubbles; here, it increases by only a factor 1.5.
From now, we propose to interpret these results by considering the flow behavior of the yield stress fluid in foam films. It has been shown that drainage of an isolated horizontal foam film containing colloidal suspensions [24] leads to a decrease of the film thickness down to a critical value below which at least one layer of particles is trapped in the film. In the sheared foamy emulsion, transient films are formed from collisions of neighbouring bubbles [25] and we expect the behavior of those films to be similar to that reported for an isolated film [24] .
Thus, it is expected that in the foamy emulsion, foam films always contain a few trapped layers of emulsion droplets that cannot be ejected, thus defining a minimum film thickness f h .
The minimum volume fraction associated to those foam films at the end of drainage can be corresponds to a few emulsion droplet diameters. Note that this large value differs by one or two orders of magnitude from the one measured for aqueous foams in draining conditions [9] .
We argue that this strikingly high value for the film thickness is also responsible for the surprising drainage behavior reported above. Under shear, during the approach of two neighbouring bubbles, the interstitial liquid is squeezed out from the contact area so that the film thickness decreases at any stage of its existence from its initial value h 0 down to the final minimum value h f . During the film thinning process, a significant amount of emulsion is then drained towards connected foam channels, thus increasing the effective flow rate inside those channels. To go one step further, one has to evaluate the emulsion effective viscosity in the films, i.e. to estimate the shear rate films γ in the films. For dry aqueous foams, shear results in both a squeeze flow and a shear flow in the films [25] ; the squeeze flow results in an important dynamic pressure in the films that has to be counterbalanced on the film surface by the bubble capillary pressure, which thus controls (and limits) the squeeze velocity (see Eq. 1 in [25] ); it can then be shown that dissipation occurs mainly in the shear flow [25] . Here this is not the case. It should be noted that our systems are initially very wet and that, as shown above, the film are thick (h>10µm). Then, the capillary pressure 2 / R γ (from 640 Pa for the 125µm bubbles to 160 Pa for the 500µm, γ is the surface tension) has to be compared to the pressure due to the squeeze flow of the interstitial yield stress fluid (the emulsion) at yield Obviously, the coupling of flows in films and channels is efficient only if the volume of emulsion drained from one film is comparable to that contained in one channel. The film to channel volume ratio is ( )( ) ≈ . This is in good agreement with measured velocities. As a summary, while shearing has no significant effect on the dynamics of aqueous foam drainage [27] , it drastically modifies the drainage behavior of the complex liquid: there is an additional contribution of the films on drainage, which increases with decreasing bubble size.
Finally, the effect of surfactant mobility is considered. A comparison of results obtained for 'mobile' and 'rigid' interfaces is presented in Fig. 2b . Surprisingly, the impact of the surfactant on the drainage velocity is opposite to what is usually measured for 'static' aqueous foams [14, 28] . Indeed, we observe that drainage is more than 2 times faster for 'rigid' interfaces than for 'mobile' ones, for a given macroscopic shear rate. Qualitatively, this effect can be understood by considering that the shear between bubbles (films and channels) is more efficient for 'rigid' interfaces than for 'mobile' interfaces, leading to a further decrease of the interstitial fluid effective viscosity. Additionally, the surface tension of TTAB/DOH solution is lower than for pure TTAB [10] , meaning that bubbles are more easily flattened during collisions and that the discussed above coupling of flows is stronger for TTAB/DOH.
In conclusion, we have studied the stability under gravity of model wet foamy yield stress fluids. We have shown that while the yield stress of the interstitial fluid stabilizes the foam at rest, rapid drainage is induced by shear. The interstitial yield stress fluid then behaves as a viscous fluid in the direction orthogonal to shear, which is that of gravity, and is thus drained.
Striking differences with the case of static aqueous foams have been observed, namely the independence of the velocity on the bubble size and the unexpected arrest of drainage at high liquid fraction: these last behaviors can be understood by considering the shear induced flow of interstitial material in the transient foam films and its coupling with the one in the foam channels.
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